Previous work has shown that a handoff algorithm based on SIR alone (SIR Based Handoff) prohibits handoffs near nominal cell boundaries, causing cell dragging and unnecessarily high transmitter powers. In this paper, we propose the Minimum P~w e r Handoff (MPH) algorithm in which mobiles constantly search for a combination of base and channel assignment that minimizes the uplink transmitted power. This algorithm is shown to reduce the average power level by 4dB compared t o SIR Based Handoff. Results show that using received power as a handoff criterion reduces call dropping but increases the number of unnecessary handoffs significantly. To avoid a "ping pong" effect, a timer is introduced t o delay the intercell handoff.
Introduction
The radio propagation between a mobile and its serving base station is constantly changing due t o user motion, giving rise to the need for power control, handoff, and channel reassignment (also known as intra-cell handoffs) .
These radio resource management tasks have been studied extensively in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Recent work addresses the joint optimization of two or more tasks such as power control and base station assignment in [14-161. For single channel CDMA systems, these works verify the optimality of minimum transmitter power as a criterion for handoff. In this work, we examine the effectiveness of transmitter power minimization as part of an integrated resource management strategy in the context of a multichannel system.
An SIR Based Handoff (SIRBH) algorithm was proposed in [17] for a power controlled multichannel system. In this system, each user aims for a target SIR -yt and handoffs are made when the absolute SIR drops below a certain threshold, Tho, which is normally less than %. As pointed out in [17] , SIRBH causes call dragging and inhibits handoffs near geographical cell boundaries. This provides a motivation t o study the use of transmitted power as an alternative handoff criterion. As we shall see, shadow fading causes unnecessary handoffs under the MPH algorithm. A timer is then introduced t o mitigate this effect.
Radio Resource Allocation
In this section, we will describe the elements of a radio resource allocation strategy that includes power control, handoff, and call admission. Let p, denote the power transmitted by mobile i and Gij the gain factor from mobile i t o base station j due to both path loss and shadow fading.
The interference plus noise seen by mobile i measured at base station j on channel k is
where Mk is the set of mobiles that are assigned to channel k and q is the base station receiver noise. The uplink SIR of mobile i at base j on channel k is
Power Control
At all times, the transmitted power pi is adjusted t o attain target SIR, yt, subject to a maximum power contraint as in [MI, via After the handoff and power control algorithms are executed, the quality of the call is checked against the minimum SIR requirement. The call will be dropped if its SIR falls below Tdrop.
Minimum Power Handoff
If a mobile i is assigned t o base j o on channel ko, the mobile will run the MPH algorithm every second to look for the base station j * and channel kf(j*), that allows yt to be achieved with the minimum transmitted power. For a given mobile i and base station j , the minimum power channel kf ( j ) satisfies k f ( j ) = arg min I:;) k Thus, the base that requires the minimum power is (4) If the best base j * is not the current base j o , an intercell handoff is made. If the current base is still the best but the current channel no longer offers the minimum interference, j * = j o but k* # ko, intracell handoff is made by switching the connection from channel ko t o k*. Otherwise, the call remains assigned t o the current base station and channel.
The Handoff Timer, MPHT
To reduce the number of unnecessary handoffs, a conditional timer is introduced to delay handoff requests. This results in a modified algorithm, MPHT. Whenever the best base station differs from the current one, j * # j o , the maximum achievable SIR at the current base station is estimated as Note that T~~~ is only an estimate of the maximum achievable SIR since it neglects the response by other mobiles t o a maximum power transmission. If ymax is less than the minimum required SIR, ydrop, the timer will not be invoked and handoffs are allowed t o take place immediately if the other rules for intercell handoffs are satisfied. Otherwise, the timer is set.
The timer will be incremented each time if the condition j * # j o is true for the next consecutive second; otherwise it is reset. The intercell handoffs are delayed until the timer reaches a specific count, denoted by TH. When this happens, the call will be handed over t o the appropriate base station. The timer is turned off after the handoff succeeds. If the timer value is less than T H , no intercell handoffs will be made and the particular call will still be carried by the old base station with the power being adjusted accordingly. In cases where intercell handoffs fail or are delayed by the timer, intra-cell handoffs will be made t o minimize the transmitted power, and hence co-channel interference.
(6)
Call Admission
We assume each base transmits a beacon signal on a separate channel. When a new mobile i arrives, it is assigned to the base with the strongest beacon signal. After mobile i is assigned to base j , a minimum interference scheme is used t o assign a channel k satisfying (7) where Cj is the set of free channels at base station j .
We consider an admission control based on SIR threshold, ynew, as described in [17] . A new call is accepted only if the assigned channel k can provide an estimated maximum SIR ymax, as defined by (6) not less than ynew; otherwise, the new call is blocked.
Simulation Model
Thed-performance of MPH and MPHT in a channelized system was studied by simulation on a one dimensional cellular system. Both uplink and downlink power control are implemented to attain a common SIR for all terminals in the system. A mobile i assigned to base station k adjusts its power pi every second via (3). If at any time the SIR of a call falls below the minimum SIR requirement Ydrop, the call is dropped.
In our simulation, B = 20 base stations are spaced uniformly 2000 meters apart on a ring to avoid edge effects. The new call arrival process is an independent Poisson process with mean arrival rate X calls per second, uniformly distributed over the entire ring. Call durations are independent exponential random variables with mean l / p = 120 s. A mobile's speed follows a truncated Gaussian distribution with mean speed of 90 km/hr, minimum speed of 60 km/hr and maximum speed of 120 km/hr. The "clockwise" and L L~~~n t e r~l o c k w i s e " directions are equally likely. The velocity of a terminal remains fixed throughout duration of a call. A set of M=40 channels are available. With B base stations, the normalized traffic load is p = X / ( p M B ) erlangs/channel/cell. The radio link gain includes both a propagation loss of order a = 4 and lognormal fading. The link gain Gij from mobile i at a distance dij to base j in units of dB is where Sj (dij), the position dependent shadow fading factor, is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation U = 6 dB. It is assumed that the shadow fading has a distance autocorrelation function 
Results and Analysis
The system performance is measured by the average blocking and dropping probability within the total simulation time of 3600 s. Figure 1 shows the probability of blocking plotted as a function of load in Erlang/Cell-Channel for three handoff algorithms: SIRBH, MPH and MPHT (7' = 1). Results show that a t traffic loads exceeding 0.4 Erlang/CellChannel, SIRBH blocks fewer calls than either MPH or MPHT. On the other hand, distinctions on the basis of call blocking are not so obvious at low load. Introducing a conditional timer t o MPH algorithm does not result in any significant change in blocking probability. To keep blocking probability below 1%, both MPH and MPHT can admit 0.55 new calls/s t o the system, while SIRBH can admit 0.62 new cdls/s. In Figure 2 , we observe that the ability of SIRBH t o admit more calls comes at the expense of higher call dropping. Both MPH and MPHT give better performance than SIRBH. MPH gives a slightly less dropping probability than MPHT but the difference is insignificant. MPH can carry an offered t r a c load of 0.64 Erlang/Cell-Channel while keeping the dropping probability, P d at 1%. With the same requirement for P d , SIRBH permits 0.55 Erlang/CellChannel.
Handoff Performance
A combined performance index, P b f l o p d is plotted in With an average velocity of 20 m/s, and a mean call duration of 120 s, a user travels 3 km on average during the call. For a cell size of 2km, this corresponds to 1.5 expected handoffs per call. Due to shadow fading and interference, the number of handoffs is usually somewhat greater. To better understand the handoff performance of these three algorithms, the mean number of handoffs/mobile E [H] is plotted against traffic load in Figure 4 . MPH without timer causes a large number of unnecessary handoffs, roughly 9 handoffs per call. The timer rule manages to reduce E[H] to around 4 handoffslcall, but this is still higher than the 1.5 to 2.5 handoffs per call using the SIRBH algorithm The average distance from the old base station to the point where an intercell handoff is performed is plotted in Figure 5 . For both MPH and MPHT, the crossover dis- tance stays level with respect to X in the range of 1020 m, which implies that most handoffs happen at nominal cell boundary. On the other hand, the average crossover distance increases with load in SIRBH, ranging from 1400 to 1900. SIRBH causes cell dragging, and handoffs are typically performed more than 400 m past the cell boundary. Figure 6 show the normalized distribution of transmitter powers recorded throughout the simulation. Both MPH and MPHT use less power than SIRBH, with the cumulative distribution function (CDF) shifted about 4dB to the left of that for SIRBH.
We conclude that both MPH and MPHT give better overall system performance than SIRBH. 
SIR Threshold Admission Control
This section studies the effect of "/new based call admission policy on the system performance, with MPH being used in making handoff decisions. In Figure 7 , Pb + l O P d is plotted versus X as an index of overall system performance. Using a lower value for "/new gives better performance at X less than 0.6 Erlang/Cell-Channel, but the reverse is true for higher traffic load. This implies that when the system becomes congested, we need to restrict the number of new calls admitted so that handoff calls can be handled. Choosing a higher ynew helps to achieve this at a very high load. However, the SIR admission policy does not give significant improvement in system performance, and even results in unnecessarily high blocking in low traffic conditions.
